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Lottery.co.uk, the UK's most popular independent lottery website, has announced the launch of a free
EuroMillions lottery application. The application, which can be used with the iPhone and iPod Touch
devices, delivers a wealth of information that will prove useful to any EuroMillions player.
The EuroMillions lottery application can be downloaded for free directly from iTunes
(http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=318331476&mt=8) and, as soon as it has
been installed on an iPhone or iPod Touch device, users will be able to access a number of useful
features, including a EuroMillions Results (http://www.lottery.co.uk/results/euromillions-results.asp)
feed that is updated within minutes of the EuroMillions draw every Friday night with all the information
about the latest draw. It also includes the EuroMillions lottery numbers and a complete breakdown of the
prize values that will be paid out.
Users with a EuroMillions lottery ticket for a previous draw that hasn't been checked yet can utilise the
Check My Ticket feature. All players have to do is enter the numbers as they appear on their ticket and
then press the Check My Ticket button. They will then see how those numbers fared in previous draws. Not
only could this help players to claim a prize that they didn't know about, but it could also help users
to decide whether or not they want to play those same numbers in the future.
Should the user decide that they want to change their EuroMillions numbers, the EuroMillions lottery app
features a Random Ticket Generator. When the player has come across a set of numbers that they like, they
can then visit the Euro Lotto site (http://www.lottery.co.uk/info/euro-lotto.asp) and purchase the
tickets.
The EuroMillions (http://www.lottery.co.uk/euromillions.asp) lottery application also gives access to the
results of every single EuroMillions draw that has taken place since the game was launched in 2004. To
access those results, users can press the Results Archive button and they will then be able to see the
results for last six months or for any of the previous years.
The fact that the EuroMillions lottery application for the iPhone and iPod Touch is being given away for
free to anyone who chooses to download it might surprise some, but Lottery.co.uk spokesman Sam Werren
commented that the site is proud to be doing just that: "Lottery.co.uk is proud of being at the cutting
edge in the lottery industry, and our main concern is to get the latest lottery results into the hands of
as many people as possible," Sam explained. "Making this genuinely useful application freely available to
iPhone and iPod touch users will help us to achieve that goal - and help EuroMillions players check their
tickets within minutes of the draw taking place."
About The Lottery Company
Lottery.co.uk is a truly independent lottery web site that provides lottery players with everything they
need to get the most from their favourite hobby. Check the latest lottery results for all National
Lottery games, read all about the latest lottery news stories, make use of an informative articles
archive and much more.
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